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Rationale behind the development of 

this tool  

 

Recommendations of roadmap meetings, in 

particular 2nd (e.g. 23) and 3rd(e.g. 22;23): 

•Endemic countries to increase timely 

information sharing (monthly) 

•Facilitation of communication needed 

•Development of epidemiological tools to 

support FMD management at country and 

regional level 



Purpose of the database (I) 
 

 The database is a platform to: 

•Capture activities on FMD control (e.g. 

vaccination or surveillance) 

•Collate epidemiological information on 

outbreaks 

•Analyze data 

•Visualize data (mapping of events) 



Purpose of the database (II) 
 

 The database adds value to data: 

•Providing additional data layers for analysis 

•Giving the opportunity to analyze data 

“beyond borders” 

•Providing options to integrate further 

epidemiological tools 



Purpose of the database (III) 
 

 The database has mechanisms to: 

•Assure countries remain with full ownership 

of their data 

•Protect sensitive data 

•Share selected data with database 

community (other countries) 



Who is the user? How does it work? 
 

 The database has a restricted access: 

•Hosted within EMPRES-i  

•Password protected login 

•Focal points for participating countries 

•Full “rights” over own data – restricted 

access to data of other partners within the 

database 



First steps… 



The “home” 













Mapping of outbreaks 
 

 •Analysis of outbreaks over time in a 

geographic context 

•Direct access to detailed information 

through “active markers” 

•Data layers to further put outbreaks into a 

context (e.g. densities of susceptible 

species)  











Purpose of the database (III) 





Restricted access to data of other 

countries  

 
To be defined by the user community. 

Currently defined as follows: 

•Full access to all data older than 12 months 

•Limited access to more recent data 

covering the past 12 months.  

•Information will be presented compiled in 

maps and charts but no access to “raw data” 

is granted. 



So what can be seen? 
 

 
•Maps of vaccination coverage (small and 

large ruminants) 

•Maps of outbreaks (differentiating serotypes 

involved) 

•Charts of outbreaks over time 

(differentiating serotypes involved) 

 



So what can be seen? 
 

 



Future development 
 

 •More countries to join 

•Memorandum of Understanding on data 

sharing 

•More analytical features to be incorporated 

•Consultation with the users to make the tool 

most useful for them 

•Use tool to integrate epi-network with lab-

network 

•Move towards an early warning system 

 



Thank you! 


